The Flowers’ Festival
Weeks 1 & 2

Core books:
-Berries, Nuts and Seeds (Take-Along Guides)
-The Magic and Mystery of Trees
-Slow Down

Needed books:
-The Flowers’ Festival by Elsa Beskow
-The Big Book of Blooms by Yuval Zommer (has partial read-aloud on
YouTube but not a full one. We recommend having a hard copy of
this book for the unit.)
-*Plant Secrets by Emily Goodman
-*In My Garden by Charlotte Zolotow (OPTIONAL)
-*The Secret Garden adapted version by Calista Brill (story by
Frances Hodgson Burnett)
-*Spring Walk by Virginia Brimhall Snow (OPTIONAL)
-*From Seed to Sunflower by Gerald Legg (out of print – use
YouTube read aloud)
-*Sunflower House by Eve Bunting
-*The Vegetable Alphabet Book by Jerry Pallotta
-*Sophie’s Squash by Pat Zietlow Miller
-*A Dandelion’s Life by John Himmelman (out of print – use
YouTube read-aloud)
-*Little Dandelion Seeds the World by Julia Richardson
-*The Longest Day: Celebrating the Summer Solstice by Wendy Pfeffer
(out of print – use YouTube read aloud)

(Books with an asterisk * are available as full read-alouds on
YouTube as of March 2022.)
If you are looking to begin building a beautiful home library, and
are interested in purchasing some of the books as you go, we
recommend owning The Flowers’ Festival, The Big Book of Blooms,
Plant Secrets, The Secret Garden, and The Vegetable Alphabet Book.

Supplies:
-Flowers (from the grocery store or your yard)
-Clear, self-adhesive contact paper
-Waxed paper
-Matte paper plates (not slick-topped ones, you will be painting
them) – or you could just cut circles out of cardboard
-White glue
-Paint (see notes below)
-Sketchbook or paper
-Sunflower seeds for eating (optional)
-Bread & butter for a snack (optional)
-Vegetables of choice for eating + pretend play (see notes)
-Q-tips/cotton swabs (or could use fingers)
-Blue, pink, and yellow construction paper
-Fake flowers (See notes)
-Hot glue and hot glue gun
-Craft felt
-String or ribbon or yarn

Kitchen supplies needed:
-Homemade or purchased pie crust
-1 cup fresh berries (we recommend raspberries)
-Sour cream
-Flour

-Sugar
-Salt

Parent prep and notes:
--On the first day of the unit, plan to go purchase flowers together.
(You could pick some from your yard if that is possible for you!)
These flowers will also be used to make sun catchers.
--When making sun catchers, our directions include creating quick
pressed flowers in the microwave. Check the instructions in Day 2
of Week 1. You could also just put leaves and petals on your contact
paper without pressing them.
--On Day 4 of Week 1 the activity is to make water lilies out of paper
plates or cardboard circles. As a play suggestion, you could also put
these paper lilies in the tub with your child and they could have a
water lily bath! If you choose to do this, make sure you use acrylic
craft paint to paint your lily pad plates. Using washable children’s
paint will result in green bath water.
--On Day 2 of Week 2 you will be reading a book about a girl that
turned a squash into a friend. If you think this type of whimsy
would appeal to your child, have a squash or other vegetable ready
to turn into a friend for them. This could be something simple like a
carrot.
--On Day 3 of Week 2 you will learn about dandelions. Watch to see
if any are blooming near you that your child could play with that
day.
--On Day 4 of Week 2 you will be making flower crowns! After all of
your flower learning, we encourage you to take your child to the
craft store and let him or her choose the flowers for their crown
based on what they learned and what flower they would like to
pretend to be.

Week 1 - Day 1

Read Aloud

always trying to make seeds and
more plants.
•

Where did you see this in
The Flowers’ Festival?

•

Read pages 36-37 of Slow
Down. Talk about the plant’s
life cycle.

Read The Flowers’ Festival together.

Ask questions like:
•

What did you like about this
story?

•

Which flower character was
your favorite? Why?

•

Why didn’t the flowers want
to let the weeds in?

Feel free to thumb through the
pages and explore this book as
much or as little as your child would
like. You could look up pictures of
some of the flowers that intrigue
them or they are unfamiliar with, or
look up pictures of spiky horse
chestnut seeds. Let your child lead!

Read Plant Secrets.
Discuss the life cycle of a plant and
the purpose of a flower. A flower’s
job is to try and make a fruit that
will be or hold a seed! Flowers are

Whimsical Fun
Have bread and butter with your
child – like the buttercup family!
Let your child spread the butter on
their bread. Take this opportunity to
teach them how to use a butter knife
if this is a first for them.

Outing
Go buy flowers together at a local
grocery store. (Or pick some from
your yard.)
Bring them home and let your child
arrange them in a jar or vase.
If you would like to teach your child
about proper cut flower care, see
below!

Cut Flower Care

Letter Work

1 - Cut off the bottom inch (at least)
of the stems.
• The bottoms of stems can get
hard or slimy. This makes it
hard for the flower to draw
water up. Cutting off the
bottom helps expose a fresh
section of stem and allows
the flower to drink.

Show your child the letter A using
your chosen alphabet visual aid. Ask
your child to trace it with their
finger.

2 – Strip off all leaves that would be
below the water line.
• Leaves that sit in water will
die and can cause mold
growth that will cover the
stem in slime again.
3 – Place your flowers in lukewarm
water, not cold water.
• Cold water has more oxygen
(or tiny bubbles) in it. These
bubbles will clog the tubes
the flowers use to pull up
water and then they won’t be
able to drink. It’s like having
an ice cube stuck in your
straw!
4 – Place your flowers out of direct
sunlight and away from vents.
• Heat will cause flowers to die
quickly. This is why cut
flowers are refrigerated at
florist shops!

Then make an A out of your flowers
or leftover stems.

light we cannot see. Because
of this, flowers look different
to them! Google search “what
do flowers look like to bees.”
Notice that often flowers have
markings (that we can’t see!)
that show bees where the
center of the flower is.

Day 2

Read Aloud
Read pages 6-15 of The Big Book of
Blooms (“Flower Families” to
“Flower Power”)

•

Discuss flowers being divided
into families. Did you know
flowers are divided into
groups like that?

•

Choose some flowers from
The Flowers’ Festival. Which
family do they belong to? (If
you’re not sure, look it up!)

•

Discuss pollinators and
pollination (pages 10-11). Make
sure your child understands
what pollination is. (If
possible.)
o Look at The Magic and
Mystery of Trees pages
24-25 to see a bit more
about pollination.
o Then read pages 2-3 of
Slow Down

•

Discuss the idea that bees see
ultraviolet light, which is a

Read In My Garden if you are
choosing to use that book.
•

After reading, discuss that
flowers bloom at different
times during the growing
season. Have you ever
noticed that? There are
spring flowers, summer
flowers, and autumn flowers.
This way, there is nectar for
pollinators all through those
seasons!

Create
Using the flowers (or petals from the
flowers you purchased) and your
contact paper, make sun catchers
together!
If you want the flowers to be
pressed and flat for this activity,
press them quickly in the
microwave. Grab a book that will fit
in your microwave. Get a piece of
waxed paper, fold it in half, place
your flowers inside the fold, and
place the folded waxed paper +
flowers inside the book. Microwave

for 30 second increments until
flowers are dry and flat!

To make sun catchers:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Lay out a piece of contact
paper (any size or shape)
sticky-side up. Feel free to
tape the corners down so
your child doesn’t pull up the
contact paper while they
work.
Lay pressed flowers or
regular flower petals out in
any pattern or design you
wish!
Press another piece of
contact paper sticky side
down (so the sticky sides are
sticking to each other) onto
the first sheet of contact
paper and flowers.
Smooth the sheets together
and try to minimize the air
pockets by working them to
the outside.
Let your child trim their sun
catcher into any shape they
wish!
Tape it or hang it on a
window and enjoy!

Optional Play Idea
If your child is intrigued by
pollinators, give them a straw and
set out a cup of something sweet
like juice. Now your child can fly
around like a pollinator and stop for

“nectar” when they are thirsty! You
could even put a small amount on a
plate for them to lap up with their
tongue. Hummingbirds sip nectar
using their tongues!

Letter Work
Help your child make an A out of
flower petals.

Day 3

Discuss:
•

How did flowers help these
children?

•

What do you think Mary
meant when she said the
garden was like magic?

•

Do flowers often make
people happy? Why do you
think that is?

Read & Explore

Read The Flowers’ Festival if your
child would like to.
Read The Big Book of Blooms pages
18-19 “Roses.”
Then read about wild roses in your
take-along guide Berries, Nuts and
Seeds page 32.
If your child is interested, look up
pictures of wild roses and cultivated
roses. How are they different? You
could also look up rose hips.

Read The Big Book of Blooms pages
22-23 “Cherry Blossoms.”
Then read pages 62-63 of Slow
Down.
Look up pictures of cherry
blossoms.
•

Point out that roses and
cherries are in the same
flower family.

Read The Secret Garden.

If you have any rose bushes, go look
at them together.

Pretend Play
Play queen or king together – like
Queen Rose from The Flowers’
Festival! If you were queen or king
of the flowers, what would you do?
Take turns sitting in a chair and
giving each other gentle orders. You
could also pull out some craft
supplies or fabric scraps, and let
your child decorate a chair to be a
throne.
Follow your child’s imaginative lead
and enjoy pretending together.

Letter Work
With a pen, write an A. Have your
child trace over it with a marker.

Day 4

Create

Read & Explore

Make lily pads and water lilies! Paint
the top of a paper plate or
cardboard circle green. If desired,
you could look up photos of lily
pads and try painting the veining
on, or cutting out a triangular notch
from one side to make it look
authentic.

Read The Big Book of Blooms pages
16-17, 20-21, 26-27, 30-31, 44-45, and
24-25.
(Venus Flytraps, Proteas, Pitcher
Plants, Cacti, Bromeliads, & Water
Lilies)
Discuss each of these flowers and
look up pictures if your child would
like to.
You could also look up which
flower family each of these flowers
belongs to.
Look up pictures of water lilies (not
just the giant ones).
•

Refer back to Queen Water
Lily in The Flowers’ Festival.
Discuss why she couldn’t
come to the flowers’ party.

Then read pages 76-77 of Slow
Down.

While your lily pad dries, help your
child cut out thin triangles from
white or pink paper. Bend the paper
petals upward or curl them by
firmly sliding each petal between
your index finger and thumb (like
curling gift ribbon with scissors).
Glue these on your dry lily pad in a
small circle to make a water lily. If
your child wants a yellow center for
their water lily, crumple a small
piece of yellow construction paper
and glue it in the middle.
Make as many as your child would
like, and paint the underside if your
child wants them in the bath. (They
will still get soggy and warped, but
the paint will protect them a little.)

Whimsical Fun

Let your child be Queen (or King)
Water Lily! Run a bath for them,
and if your child wants to bring
their lily pads, float the plates on
the water.
(Make sure your child understands
that this could wreck what they
created.)
While your child plays in the water,
take turns telling stories to each
other – like the birds told stories in
The Flowers’ Festival.

Optional Play

Your child could gather some leaves
from outside, cut circles from them,
and float them in a bowl of water.
Tiny lily pads!

Letter Work
Encourage your child to write out
five lowercase and five uppercase
A’s. Then make A’s out of your
water lily paper scraps.

Day 5

Explore

Go on a walk somewhere you will
see flowers – perhaps your
neighborhood or a greenhouse. Pay
special attention to the flowers you
see. Can you name them? Do you
want to look up the names? What
else do you see?

If your child is interested, bring
their sketchbook and let them
sketch one of the flowers they see.

Read Aloud (Optional)
Read Spring Walk.
•

Did you see any of these
flowers on your walk?

Week 2 – Day 1

Search YouTube for a time-lapse of
sunflowers following the sun.

Then read The Sunflower House.

Read & Explore

Read The Flowers’ Festival (if
desired.)

Discuss:
• What did you think about
this child making a house out
of sunflowers?
•

Read The Big Book of Blooms pages
28-29, 34-37, 40-43, & 32-33
(“Wildflowers,” “Orchids,” “Vines
and Creepers,” “Bird of Paradise
Flower,” “Tulips,” & “Sunflowers.”)
Then read pages 80-81 in Slow
Down.
Discuss what you read and what
interested your child.
If your child would like to, look up
and explore some of this
information together! Search for
photos of wildflower meadows,
poppy fields, fields of tulips, or
pictures of multi-colored tulips.
Enjoy exploring together!

Would you like a special
place to hide made out of
flowers? If so, what kind of
flowers would you want to
use?

Play
Build a fort! Play inside it together
and pretend it is your very own
sunflower house. This fort could be
inside with blankets, or outside with
nature materials.
Munch sunflower seeds while you
hide in your fort.

Art

Now you will learn a little bit more
about sunflowers!

Using watercolors (or other paint),
paint flowers together.

Watch/read From Seed to Sunflower.

Let this be a free-art experience.
Pull up some pictures of flowers or
prop open The Big Book of Blooms
and supply paint and paper and let

Then read pages 40-41 of Slow Down.

your child create however they
would like. He or she may not paint
a flower and that is ok!
If desired, you could paint a few
sunflowers together and hang them
on your fort to add some whimsy to
your sunflower house.

Letter Work

Show your child the letter B using
your chosen alphabet visual aid. Ask
your child to trace the letter with
their finger.
Look at the cover of The Big Book of
Blooms. Find all the B’s together.

Day 2

Do you remember the vegetables in
The Flowers’ Festival? Why do you
think there were vegetables in with
the flowers? (Vegetables make
flowers too!) Today we will be
learning about some different
vegetables.
•

You could take the
opportunity right now to go
back and find all the
vegetables in The Flower
Festival.

You saw the life cycle of plants on
our first day of this unit. Today, in
Sophie’s Squash you saw it again.
Feel free to touch on this with your
child, or read Plant Secrets again.

Whimsical Fun
Make a little vegetable friend, just
like Sophie’s! Draw a face on a
squash or a carrot (or other
vegetable). If your child wants to
play with their vegetable friend, go
for it!

Explore
Read Aloud

Read The Vegetable Alphabet Book.
•

Were any of these vegetables
new to you?

•

Are there any that you wish
you could try?

Read Sophie’s Squash.
•

Why did two new little
squash grow where she
buried Bernice? (Because a
squash has seeds inside.)

Cut up vegetables together. This
could be done to make a snack for
right now, or to help with dinner
later. Talk about what you see while
you chop together.
•

Is there anything you haven’t
ever noticed about this
vegetable before?

•

What does it smell like? Feel
like?

If chopping vegetables doesn’t feel
do-able, just pull out a few
vegetables and look at them
together.

It would be a fun activity to head to
the grocery store and look at the
vegetables. Do you know the names
of all of them? Can you find the
ones you read about today? Which
ones have you never seen or
purchased before? Pick out
something to bring home that you
(or your child) are unfamiliar with
and want to try.

Letter Work
Review what the letter B looks like.
Make a B out of your cut veggies.

Day 3

Read/watch A Dandelion’s Life.
Then read about dandelions on
page 31 of Berries, Nuts and Seeds.

Do you remember the weeds in The
Flowers’ Festival? What is a weed?
A weed is a plant that is growing
where it is not wanted. Weeds are
usually also trying to take nutrients
and water from the plants that we do
want to grow. If weeds are allowed
to grow and make more weeds, they
will often take over an area and
choke out the other plants, like
grass or the plants in a garden. If
too many weeds grow, the other
plants will die because they don’t
have enough space or enough water.
Does it make sense now why the
flowers didn’t want to let the weeds
in?
• Feel free to read or flip
through The Flowers’ Festival
right now and look at the
weeds again.

Read and Explore
Learn about a few weeds! Read
pages 30, 34-36, & 38 in Berries, Nuts
and Seeds.

Today we will be focusing
specifically on dandelions.

Dandelions seem to pop up
everywhere and spread rapidly. This
is because of the way their seeds
travel.
Read pages 46-47 of The Big Book of
Blooms (“Seeds and Seed Dispersal”)
Read Little Dandelion Seeds the
World.

Explore
Go see some dandelions if possible!
Look at them closely – what do you
see?
Enjoy playing in the dandelions.
Pick a bouquet, weave a crown,
make shapes in the grass with the
flowers, or pluck them and make
potions or decorative mud pies.
Bring some dandelion flowers home
if you can.

Art
There are a few options for your
dandelion art today. If you found
dandelions and were able to bring

them home, paint with them! Smear
the yellow heads across paper and
make whatever shapes or pictures
you like.
You could also dip the dandelion
flowers in yellow paint and stamp
them on blue construction paper to
make dandelions. Add green or
brown stems.
Or you can make seeded dandelion
art using cotton swabs. Paint a stem
on your blue construction paper,
and add a brown or black oval at the
top of the stem. Then using your
cotton swab or finger, stamp little
circles of white paint in a circle
around the oval.

Letter Work
Have your child make a few B’s
during art time. Paint a few B’s or
smear dandelion heads to write
them.

Day 4

what you want to do during your
festival and make any plans needed.
Today, using the tutorial provided,
help your child make a flower crown
with flowers of their choosing. They
can wear this crown to your festival!

Read Aloud
Read/watch The Longest Day.

The celebration happening in The
Flowers’ Festival was for
midsummer. Review what
midsummer is.
•

Discuss why the flowers
might have been celebrating
Midsummer.

•

Discuss your family traditions
if you celebrate Midsummer,
and if not, talk about whether
or not you would like to start!

•

If your child seems
interested, you could search
online for more information
about Midsummer, or look
for photos of festivals and
traditions.

Whimsical Fun/Create
Tomorrow you are encouraged to
have a festival of your own. Discuss

You could also help your child
create a flower costume like the
flowers in the book! If they love the
idea of becoming a flower they
learned about this week, help them
create their vision with things from
around the house so they can dress
up tomorrow.

Letter Work
Help your child write five B’s in
their sketchbook.
If desired, your child can turn their
B’s into flowers.

Day 5

Bake Together
Bake a Berry Cream Pie together
(recipe below).
Dress up in your flower crown and
flower costume and have a little
festival together. Tell stories, dance,
or just enjoy pie and one another’s
company.

Flower Crown
Tutorial
1. Lay out your felt. Cut
two strips from the full
length of the felt that are
both about 1.5 inches
wide.
2. Hot glue one end of the
first strip to the other
strip to create one long
length of felt.
3. Hold the length of felt
around your child’s head.
Trim it so that there is
about 4-6 inches of
empty space at the back
of their head. This
doesn’t need to be
precise.
4. Cut two pieces of yarn or
string about ten inches
long.
5. Lay out your length of
felt. On each end, hot
glue one piece of string
in the middle, folding
over the felt and gluing
the string inside the felt
fold.

6. Begin hot gluing on
leaves and flowers
however your child
would like, until the felt
is covered.

7. Tie the flower crown on
your child’s head and
play!

Berry Cream Pie

1 - 9 inch unbaked pie
crust/pastry shell
1 1/3 cups of sugar
1 1/3 cups of sour cream
¼ + 1/8 teaspoons salt
1 cup fresh berries (raspberries)

Line the pie pan with the pie
crust. Place the berries inside
the unbaked crust. (If you are
using strawberries, cut them
up and distribute them evenly.)
Then, mix together the sour
cream, sugar, and salt until
combined. Pour the sour
cream mixture over the berries.

Bake at 375 degrees Fahrenheit
for 45-55 minutes, or until top
is golden and filling seems
cooked. If the top is turning
dark and the inside still seems
uncooked, cover the top of the
pie with tinfoil while it
continues baking to keep it
from getting too dark.
Cool and keep pie in the
refrigerator.

